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For a polynomial P, of total degree n and a bounded. convex set S it will. be
shown that for 0 ip < cc 
with C independent ofn and of P,EJ[,. The Bernstein equality 
will also be generalized an that generalization w llbe the crucial result. Theorems 
for higher and mixed derivatives will be achieved. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For a measurable s t S the L, norm or quasi-norm isgiven as usual by 
The Bernstein equality fortrigonometric polynomials ofdegree n, r,,, 
is given by 
I/~,:llLp~-*,R,~~ llKlll,,-7r,.,~ O<p<CC (1.2) 
and was proved by S. N. Bernstein for p= CO, by A. Zygmund for 
I <p < CO, and, more recently, b  Arestov [11 for 0 <p < 1. 
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For algebraic polynomials of degree yt, P,, one can show 
and 
I/cpp:,/lL,~-1,1,~c~ lIMLp~-l,l,> o<p<co, q(x)‘= 1 -x2 (1.4) 
which one may call the Markov and the Bernstein inequality, respectively. 
In fact, (1.3) was proven by Marlov for p= cg and by Hille, &ego, and 
Tamarkin [6] for 1 dp < co, and it is stated for 0 < p < 1 in [7]. The 
inequality (1.4), which is a derivate of (1.2), is acopy of (1.2) for p= cc 
and is given explicitly for other p when one substitutes W= W, = 1 in 
[9, Theorem 5] (see also [3, Theorem 941). We remark that (1.3) can be 
derived from (1.4) for 0<p < 1 (see c 14) and hence, wedo not really 
rely on the unpublished proof of [. ; 
For multivariate trigonometric polynomials, degree is a direction 
dependent property, andworks on the subject reflect that fact and use 
derivatives n the axes’ directions. For algebraic polynomials, one may 
consider polynomials of total degree, a concept which is independent of the 
directions of the axes. Hence, multivariate gen ralizations of (1.3) and (1.4) 
may take aform which does not follow from the multivariate trigonometric 
case in the way that (1.3) and (1.4) follow from (1.2). In fact, one uses (1.3) 
and (1.4) toobtain their multivariate analogue. 
The result achieved in this paper attempts to obtain easy to use stimates 
rather than the most general ones. For a point vE S, the directional 
distance from the boundary, z(v, 0, is given by 
&I, 5) = sup d(v, v + A<) sup d(v, v+AC). 
O-CA i. <0 V+LgSS Uf/lSES 
(1.5) 
The main result ofthe paper is 
We will deduce a Markov type inequality from (1.6) and a discussion of the 
“main-domain” of P,. 
We found out that a large portion four result inSection 4 on the 
Markov inequality was superceded by results of P. Goetgheluck [4,51. He 
treated Lipschitzian compact sets and 1 <p < 00 instead ofcompact convex 
sets and 0 cp < co here. I believe that since the result inSection 4 was 
easily extended toall p> 0 and the proof was relatively simple, Section 4 
is still a worthwhile contribution. I believe that Goetgheluck’s theorem will 
extend to all p> 0 and hope that his will be proved in the near future 
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(maybe by P. Goetgheluck). In fact, the history ofresults related to
Section 4 is very rich. Multivariate M rkov inequalities seem to start with 
Coatmelec [2] and were pursued by Paulucki, Plesniak, ndothers (see 
[lo, 111). In particular, one should mention H. Wallin who wrote many 
articles on the subject. Nevertheless, the results of Section 4 here which are 
useful with the present simple conditions do not follow completely from 
these articles. 
2. THE MULTIVARIATE BERNSTEIN INEQUALITY 
In this ection wewill prove the following result which is a Bernstein 
type inequality. 
THEOREM 2.1. For a bounded convex set S c Rd, any direction c (15 /= 
where / 5 1 is the Euclidean norm of t), integer r,and 0 <p < 03, we have 
Remark. If S” = a, the result istrivial forL,(S). For SE C(S)? one 
would have an analogue of (2.1) even for S” = @ if 4 is restricte 
sufficiently (see also Remark 4.3). 
ProoJ For a vector 5 and a convex set S, we define S(t) 
orthogonal projection of S on Rd-‘(t) where Rd-‘(t) I t. We now 
for uE S( <), 
and 
For O<p< co, we write 
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To estimate Z, (5, u), we write 
where ~=2((1--;I.,)/(R,-I,))-1, 1-~2=(2/(R2-R1))2(L-A1)(A2-A) 
and a/a~=((n,-n,)/2)(a/an). Since for fixed u and 5, P,(u+,u((A,-A,)/2)( 
+ ((4 +&J/2) 0 is a polynomial in ,u of degree y1or smaller, we use the 
known result (1.3) toobtain 
x C(p, Yy nrp j’, ~P.(u+p(~)~+.~~)~pdP 
=C(p,r)PnrPSi2JPn(~+it)lpda 
21 
with C(p, Y) depending onp and Y but not on II or P,. Therefore, 
UP 
<c(p, r)d j- i‘“’ lP,(u+X)lpd~d~ 
UP 
S(6) J.1 
= C(P, r) nr II P, II Lp(s) 
which completes the proof or 0<p < 00. For p = co, we have 
= sup SUP ((~--t)(~2-W2 
ueS(<) i.l(t,u)<j.<j.*(Lu) 
(+yP.(r+W( 
< sup sup (1 - #u2)“* 
uss(t) ,p,<l / (fp++p3 r+w 
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From the proof of Theorem 2.1, we observe t at we actually have: 
THEOREM 2.2. If (instead ofassuming that S is convex) we assume that 
S A (x c tc : t E R} is convex for all x, then (2.1) is still validfor that ewith 
C(p, Y) of Theorem 2.1. 
3. MAIN DOMAIN 
In this ection, we will show that we can reduce the domain S 2 little 
without changing the order of magnitude ofthe norm or quasi-norm f P,. 
In one dimension, the stimate of this type was given for 0<p 6 00 by 
where C(p, A) is independent of n and P,. (See for instance for 0<p < co 
[9, Lemma 31, setting there a=fi= y =O and repeating with ato get A; 
and for pa 1, see [3, Theorem 8.4.81, setting there W= I, see also [g].) 
We define S,for aset Sby 
se= {u&3: (v: /u--v/ <&}CS), (3.2) 
where IUI denotes the Euclidean norm of U. 
It is obvious that if S is convex, sois S, and that S, c S. e are now 
ready to state and prove that main reslt ofthis ection. 
THEOREM 3.1. For any bounded convex set S, A > 0, 0 <p d oci, and 
n 2 %(4 S), 
where IZB is the collection of polynomials of total degree n. 
We note that in Theorem 3.1 the constant C(p, A, S) in (3.3) depends on
S while in Theorem 2.1 the constant in (2.1) does not. This fact is inherent 
as in Theorem 2.1 the factor z(., t) compensates forthe geometric structure 
of s. 
We will need the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose V is a bounded comex set satisfying forthe 
direction c 
Inf Sup {IA,--A,/ : u+&te V, i= 1,2] >r/2 
UE v 
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and define V(& Bn -‘) by 
V((5,Bn-2)={~~V:(~-Bn-2<,~+Bn-2+V}. (3.5) 
Then for 0 <p d 00 and n 2 nO(d, B), 
II pn II Lp(v) G C(r, B) II P, II L~( ~(5. in-2)) > (3.6) 
where C(r, B) depends neither on the shape of V nor on n. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. We define V(c) as we defined S(t) in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. That is, V(g) is the orthogonal projection of V on Rd- ‘(5) 
where Rdel(<) I <. For UE V(t), &(u, 5) (i= 1, 2) is given by 
and 
A,(u, ~)=Inf(1:u+@E V} 
a,(& 5) = SLlp(il: ZJ +ng E v}. 
We observe that (3.4) implies 
a,(~, t9-4(~, t)>rP. 
For 0 <p < co, we write 
We now estimate 1, (<, u) by 
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with B, ((& - i,)/2) 3 B or B, (r/4) 3 B. The proof r L, follows standar 
changes when we observe that P, is continuous. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. In order to prove Theorem 3.1, it is sufficient to 
construct a finite number of Vi satisfying: 
(a) inequality (3.4) isvalid for all Vi with respect to some ti, 
(b) LJf= I Vi= S, and 
(c) Vi(ti, BK~) c SAX+ for some B. 
If the above are satisfied, we have 
II pn II L&s) d c c II pn II Lp,( VJ 
i=l 
(where C = 1 for 1dp < co) and hence, the construction of Vi will yield t 
proof of our theorem. 
We define Vi first. If I/P, IILpcsl = 0,the inequaLly (3.3) is trivial. For 
O<p< co, a convex set S and I/P, IILpcsj ~0,S contains a ball U of d 
dimensions with radius Y >0 and center uO. We define 
which is an intersection of S with acylinder (d dimensional) withcenter ug, 
direction 4, and radius r/3. As the diameter ofS is finite, sayL, a finite 
number of those V, will cover S. In fact, a bound of the number can be 
given in terms of L, Y, and the dimension CL
It only remains toprove that for some B depending onA, r, and E, we 
have 
This foollows from the fact hat 
Sz,convhull{V,uU)=T 
and hence 
540/7Qi3-2 
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We now observe that for TAn+ to contain V(ci, Bnd2), we have only to 
choose B sufficiently large, where B depends on the ratio LJr. 1 
Remark 3.3. We note that for p= co, it is possible for aconvex set S
and a polynomial P, to satisfy 11 P,( .)/I c.sJ # 0 while S” = 0. Of course 
SAnm2 c S” and hence, (3.3) will not always be valid with the C norm if 
S” = 0. However, in such a case, if S contains more than one point, 
S c u + T(Rd-j) where Rd-j is the d-j (d-j > 0) dimensional Euclidean 
space, and T is a regular linear t ansformation. In this case, S has an inte- 
rior point in the Rd-j sense. The polynomial P, is at most of n th degree 
on the map of Rd-j and Theorem 3.1 can be restated in u+ T(R’-j) with 
the C norm (or in the L, norm) restricted to u + T(R”-j). 
4. THE MARKOV INEQUALITY 
In this ection, we will give a multivariate version fthe Markov 
inequality. (Thecase p= co will be discussed further in Remark 4.3.) See 
also [4, 5, 10, 111. 
THEOREM 4.1. For a bounded convex set S, 0 <p < co, adirection 5, and 
a polynomial P,of total degree n, we have 
II II $z(~) GC(P, S) fz* IIp,(~)llLp(s,~ Lp(S)
where C(p, S) depends only on p and S. 
We note that, infact, S”# @ as S” = 0 implies for 0<p < co that both 
expressions in (4.1) are equal to 0. Theorem 4.1 implies the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Under the assumptions ofTheorem 4.1, we have for 
directions tl,.  .  tk, the inequality 
II Lp(S) 
d C(P, k, S) nZk I/ P, (. Ill Lp(~~. (4.2) 
Proof of Corollary 4.2. Repeating (4.1) k times, wehave (4.2). 1 
Remark 4.3. For p= co, I/Pn(.)I/L,(Sj=O if So=@ but IIP,(.)llccs, 
may be different from 0even if S” = 0. In this case, there is a j such that 
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u0 + T(RdPj) =S. The smallest number d-j for any u,, is unique. If 
d-j> 1, we translate the space by u0 and in the topology ofT(R-j), t 
is an interior p int. Inthis case, Theorem 4.1 is still valid for tE 
L,(S) the result isvalid trivially in case S” = @, 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. For 0 <p < co, we have 
for aconvex set S with an interior p int and hence we may assume that 
S is closed (or open). Toprove our theorem, itis sufficient to show that 
there exists a finite collection of sets Vi satisfying the following properties: 
(a) To each Vi there is a direction li such that 
(4.41 
L E R 
(b) For every point XE Vi, SU~,++~,~~~ I ,A2 - A1 1 3 P with respect to 
its direction si.
(c) ForeverypointzES, (x:/x-zl<r)nSiscoveredbydofthe 
sets Vi, say V$, 1 <j < d, such that he directions ti, are independent. T 
implies that here exists a finite cover U, such that each set U, is covered 
by d of the Vi with independent ti satisfying (a),(b) and instead of(c) for 
everyx,ES, (x:1x-x,I<r/2}nSisinsome U,.
Assuming that we can construct tbe Vi and U, as described, it is 
sufficient to estimate I/ (a/~?{) P, ( .)/I L,cuIj by
With no loss of generality, we call the direction 4 (instead of c$J an 
set V instead ofV,. We observe that even if the constants depend on 
quantities, .e., on5 on V, it would not make a ifference as there are only 
a finite number of them to be considered. Using the fact hat (a/at) P,is 
of total degree smaller than ~1, we utilize Lemma 3.2 to obtain 
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where V(& Bn-‘) is given by (3.5). We now write for some fixed B, 
Therefore, we only have to show that he construction described above is 
possible. 
A convex set S with an interior p int x0 has a ball of radius 3r, 
(x: )x-x0\ <3r) inside S.Take any direction 5 and observe the sets 
(cylinders) A + = {A< +x: 1 E Ri, lx-xOI <r>. We will now show that 
there are d sets V,, 1 <j< d, with d independent directions that cover 
A + n S (or A _ n S) and this will be sufficient for our construction. The 
boundary of S intersected withA+ has a point y (or many such points) 
most distant from the d - 1 dimensional plane perpendicular to 5 and 
passing through x,,, Rdpl(xo, 5). Projecting that point (or one of the 
points) onRdpl(x,,, <), we have a point xi. The d- 2 dimensional sphere 
(x: lx-xl/ =r}nRdel(xO, 5) is now created and on it we can choose d 
equidistant points which we connect toy chosen above to create our d 
independent directions tj. The line connecting a ypoint in A + n S and 
Rd- ’ (x0, 5) in the cj direction will be in S by convexity and will meet 
Rd-‘(x,,, <) in {x: Ix-x01 <2~} nRdpl(x,,, 5)by the choice of y. If a 
point in {x: 1 x - x0 I < 2r) is on that line in the sj direction, a segment of 
length 2rin that direction s i S. We choose Vj to be 
The above argument ow shows that Vj covers A, n S. It is easy to see 
that (a) and (b) of our choice are trivially satisfied. The cover V,, . . Vj will 
cover A, n S and hence one can choose a cover that satisfies (c) as 
well. 1
5. REMARKS 
We note that in spite ofsome similarities, the constructions in Sections 3 
and 4 have some differences and the theorems inthose sections areonly 
partially interdependent. 
In [3, Chap. 121, acomparison between some moduli of smoothness and
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best polynomial approximation is given. There are the obvious ~o~nect~o~s 
between the inequalities investigated hereand the relations given there. 
However, we use here a(e, x) which as a somewhat different de~~itio~ 
than ;is(e, x) used in [3]. This hould not make any difference as one may 
observe immediately that 
;&(e, x) d d”(e, x) <&(e, x) (5.8) 
and hence, defining Ci(f, t)P with z((e, x) replacing zs(e, x)would lead to 
an equivalent xpression. 
In [3, p. 2021, the expression oi(f, t)P was also compared to polyno- 
mials of best approximation on a simple polytope S.The expression 
oi(J; t)P is derived byexamining only the directions of the edges of the 
polytope S.While wk(f, t)p and G;(f, t)P are not equivalent forp= CC 
(and p= l), they are close enough as [3, Theorem 12.2.3] shows. 
If we take the example of the simplex (triangle) x, y 30, x + y d I, 
direction of the dges is e, = (0, I), e2 = (1, 0), and e3 = (l/.&)( 1,- I). 
these edges, one may replace zs(ei, (x, y)) or z(e;, (x, y)) by x(1 -x-y), 
y(1 -x - y) and xy for i= 1,2, or 3, respectively. In fact, for i= 1 an 
the above is z(ei, (x, y)) and for i= 3 it is (l/2) a(,,, (x, y)). 
c~:(L 1) for the triangle S is obviously equivalent to 
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